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Abstract. The  phenomena  at  the  onset of and  during  tissue  ablation  using  continuous wave 
lasers  were  studied.  Aortic  and  myocardial  bovine  tissues  were  exposed in air  and  in  water 
to Nd-YAG (10  to 60 W) and  argon  (3.5 W) laser  light.  The  transmitted  light was measured, 
the  surface  of  the  tissue was filmed and  the  tissue  was  processed  for  histology.  Three 
distinct  phases  were  observed.  Phase  A was tissue  denaturation.  Phase B started  with 
explosive  vaporisation  ('popcorn')  in  conjunction with a  drop  of  about 50% in light 
transmission  due  to  enhanced  reflection  and  scattering.  The  'popcorn' is possibly  associated 
with  a  layered  structure  of  the  tissue.  Phase  C  started  with  carbonisation of the  tissue 
beginning  in  the  centre  and  expanding in a  cyclic  fashion  while  the  tissue was vaporised 
leaving  a  crater.  Forward  light  transmission  did  not  decrease.  Thin  layers of carbon 
(20  km)  and  vacuoles  (30  pm)  suggested  a  large  temperature  gradient  along  the  tissue 
ablation  front.  The  ablation  velocity  was  constant ( r >  0.92)  and  tissue  dependent.  Repor- 
ted  models  on  laser  tissue  ablation  need  to  be  extended  to  include  explosive  vaporisation 
('popcorn')  at  the  onset  and  cyclic  carbonisation  during  steady-state  crater  formation. 

1. Introduction 

During  tissue  irradiation with  a continuous wave laser  beam,  light is scattered  and 
absorbed  to  an  extent  that  depends  on  the  beam  diameter  and  the  optical  properties 
of the tissue. The  absorbed laser  energy produces  heating of a  volume of tissue.  The 
local temperature rise depends  on  the  flaence,  the  position with respect  to the laser 
beam,  the  exposure  time  and  on  the local  optical  and  thermal  properties of the  tissue. 
Laser/tissue  interaction is complicated by changes in the  optical  and  thermal  behaviour 
of the  tissue  during  heating. Several temperature regions are  discerned  (McKenzie 
1983, 1986, Welch et al 1985, Laufer 1983, Sartori et a1 1988, Halldorsson  and 
Langerholc  1978): (i)  denaturation of proteins  above 60 "C; (ii) vaporisation of tissue 
water  around 100 "C; (iii)  decomposition of organic  molecules of tissue  resulting  in 
carbonisation in the  range 100-300 "C (pyrolysis,  combustion);  and (iv) burning  or 
evaporation of non-water  tissue  components  from 300 "C to over 1000 "C for  bone  and 
calcific  deposits. 

In  the  literature  on  continuous wave ablation,  the definition of ablation is 
ambiguous.  Some  theoretical  models  define  ablation  as  vaporisation of tissue  water 
at 100 "C (Partovi et al 1987, Strikwerda er a1 1988, Furzikov 1987, van  Gemert er a1 
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1985).  Some  models  also  incorporate  processes  that  take  place  at  higher  temperatures 
(Sartori et a1 1988, McKenzie 1983, 1986, Laufer  1983).  In  this  paper  ablation is 
defined  as  vaporisation of  non-water  tissue  elements.  Most  ablation  models  focus  on 
steady-state  ablation.  Prior  to  the  steady-state  ablation  phase,  the  tissue  properties 
may  have  changed  (Welch et a1 1985). 

This  study  focuses  on  these initial  changes.  The  initiation of tissue  ablation by 
continuous wave  lasers  was studied  using  close-up  video  recording  to  analyse  macro- 
scopic  changes  at  the  tissue  surface,  forward light  transmission  to  detect  changes in 
optical  properties of  the  tissue, and histology to assess  microscopic  changes of the 
tissue  at  various  stages of the  initiation of ablation.  The  observations were continued 
during  the  phase  when  the tissue ablation  process  became  stationary. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Tissue  specimens 

Bovine aortic  and  cardiac tissues were obtained  within 24 h  after  death  and  stored in 
saline  at  4  “C.  The  aortic  specimens were irradiated  from  both  the  intimal  and  the 
adventitial  sides.  The  endocardium  and  epicardium were  removed  from  the  myocar- 
dium  prior  to  irradiation  in  order  to  obtain  homogeneous  tissue.  The  samples were 
up  to 8 mm  thick. A total  of  114  tissue  lesions  were  evaluated  after  laser  irradiation. 

2.2. Environment 

The  tissue  samples were exposed  at  room  temperature  to  laser light  in  air and  in water. 
The  experiments in water  were  performed  to  obtain  index  matching with  the  tissue 
and  to  enhance  thermal  conduction  from  the tissue  surface to the  environment  as 
compared with an  air  interface. 

2.3. Laser  protocol 

A laser  beam was conducted  through  a 600 km fibre and  focused  perpendicularly  on 
the  tissue  surface by means of  a  lens  which produced  a  long waist  of  1 mm diameter 
near  the  focal  point.  The  laser  sources used  were an  argon  ion  laser  (wavelength 
488/514.5  nm, Innova 30, Coherent,  Palo Alto, USA) at 3.5 W (4.5 W  mm-2)  and  a 
continuous wave Nd-YAG laser  (wavelength 1064 nm, CL 60, Surgical  Laser  Tech- 
nologies,  Malvern, USA) at  10  W  (13  W mm-’) to 60 W (76 W mm-’). Exposure  times 
varied  from 0.1 to 90 S .  To ‘freeze’  particular  stages  during  the  ablation  process,  the 
laser  was  switched off at  moments  of  interest. 

2.4, Video recording of crater  formation 

During  laser  exposure  the  surface of the  tissue was filmed and recorded  on  video 
through  an  operating  microscope  (Opmi-99, Zeiss, FRG). A  tissue  area of 3 mm 
diameter  could  be  studied with  a  spatial  resolution of 10 km.  Each  individual  video 
frame was coded with  a stopwatch  time signal that was started  simultaneously with 
the  laser.  The  time  interval  between  the  frames was 0.04 S (25 Hz).  In  the  case of 
argon  laser  light,  the  high  intensity  backscattered light  from the  tissue  surface was 
attenuated by  means  of an  argon safety filter in  front of the  camera  lens. 
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2.5. Light  transmission 

The  transmission  of  the  beam  through  the  tissue  sample was measured by means of a 
photodiode  which was  positioned in the  beam  path  underneath  the tissue.  Two 
diaphragms of 1 mm diameter  aperture were  positioned  between  the  tissue  sample and 
the  photodiode  to  reduce  the  contribution of scattered  light  to  the  transmission 
measurement (figure 1).  The  output signal  from  the photodiode was stored by computer 
after  conversion with a  sample  frequency of 25 Hz, synchronous with  the  video  frames. 
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Figure 1. Schematic  diagram  of  the  experiment. A 1 mm  diameter  waist of a  laser  beam was focused on 
the  surface  of  a  tissue  sample.  Changes  at  the  surface  were  recorded on video  and  changes in forward 
transmitted  light  intensity  were  recorded  by  computer  simultaneously.  The  signals  were  sampled with 25 Hz 
and  coded with  a  time  signal. 

2.6. Histology 

After  exposure,  the  tissue  samples were fixed and processed  for light  microscopy  by 
standard  methods with  Hematoxylin and Eosin (H & E) and Weigert  van  Gieson's 
elastin  staining. 

3. Results 

Irradiation of the  tissue  revealed  three  distinctly different phases  at  the  onset of ablation. 
The  three  phases  are  illustrated  in figure 2 by a  representative  series of transmission-time 
signals  during  the  ablation  process.  Important  moments of the  ablation process are 
shown  in figure 3 and  the  corresponding  histology is presented  in figure 4. The  three 
phases were  observed  with  both  aortic and myocardial  tissue,  both in air  and in water 
and with either  laser  wavelength.  The  observations  are  summarised  in  table 1.  Phases 
A  and B are  pre-ablation  phases  and  phase C is the  true  ablation  phase. 

3.1. Phase A 

The  transmission  through  the  aorta  remained  roughly  constant (figures 2 ( a )  and ( c ) )  
or  decreased  somewhat  if it was not  succeeded by phase B (figure 2 ( b ) ) .  Transmission 
through  the  myocardium  decreased  about 30% (figure 2 ( e ) )  in  air  and was followed 
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Figure 2. Composition  of  representative  transmission-time  signals  during  tissue  ablation o f  ( a ) ,  ( c )  aorta 
on  the  intimal  side  in  air; ( b )  aorta  on  the  adventitial  side  in  air; ( d )  aorta  on  the  adventitial  side in water; 
( e )  myocardium in air;  and (f j myocardium in water.  Phase A is the  period  from  the  start  of  laser  exposure 
until  the  explosive  vaporisation  (‘pop’)  occurred.  Phase B is the  period  between  the  ‘pop’  and  the  moment 
of  carbon  formation on the  tissue  surface  (‘carb’).  During  phase C the  ablation  crater is formed while the 
tissue is vaporised. All examples  are  during Nd-YAG irradiation  and with the  exception of ( b )  show  the 
moment  of  ‘popcorn’.  The  figures  for  transmission  are  relative. 

by an  increase  prior  to  phase B in water  (figure 2( f ) ) .  The  tissue  surface  discoloured 
and in  some cases it moved  a few tenths of a millimetre due  to  shrinkage. Histologically, 
no  distinct  thermal  damage was found. 

3.2. Phase B 

The  transmission  signal  dropped  abruptly  to 45-70’/0 of its prior level and remained 
at  this level until  the  onset of phase C (figures 2(a) ,  (c)-(f)) .  Simultaneously  the 
surface  rose  within  the  time  interval  between  two  video  frames  (0.04 S) and  a  ‘pop’ 
sound  was  heard (figures 3(a)  and ( b ) ) .  The  surface  started  to move  suggesting that 
boiling  took  place  underneath.  In  some cases the  surface  cracked (figure 4(b)) and 
boiling and  vaporisation of tissue  water  were  observed.  When  the  laser  was  switched 
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Figure 3. Composition of video  franles  at  prominent  moments  during  the  ablation  process of aorta from 
the  intimal  side in air. ( U )  The  surface of aortic  tissue  shows  no  changes 6.62 S after  the  start of exposure 
with Nd-r.,\c;  laser  light. ( h )  After 6.91 S, explosive  evaporation w a s  accompanied by the ‘pop‘ sound. 
Rubbles in the  tissue  pushed  the  surface up. ( c )  A spot of carbonised  tissue w a s  formed i n  the  centre  at 
7.26 S. ( d  ) L (  i )  The  carbonised  spot  started to grow  into :I ring shape while its  centre  hecsme  clear  again. 
The  bottom  ofthe  crater  carbonised  and  cleared i n  a cyclic  fashion  during  the  progression of crater  formation 
(7.59-8.96 S ) .  

off directly  after  the pop  sound,  the tissue showed  ruptured  layers  and  multiple vacuoles 
beneath  the  surface  down  to  a  depth of 300 pm (figures 4( a )  and ( h )  ). Sometimes  the 
‘pop’  sound  and  the  sudden  drop in light transmission  did not occur  (figure 2 ( h ) ) .  

2.2. Phase C 

In almost all cases  the  intensity of the  transmitted light did not decrease at the onset 
of tissue  carbonisation  (figures 2(  a ) ,  ( h )  and ( e ) ) .  Occasionally a  decrease in intensity 
was observed  (figure 2 ( c ) )  in  conjunction with a dark  plume. A small black spot was 
formed  on the tissue in the  centre of the beam (figure 3( c ) ) .  Within tenths of’a second 
the  central  spot  cleared and changed  into a ring (figure 3( 0 ) )  that grew concentrically 
from the  centre while a  crater was formed  (figures 3 ( d ) - ( , f ) )  and light transmission 
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Figure 4. Histological  specimens  at  representative  moments  during  the  ablation  process  (Hematoxylin and 
Eosin  staining). ( a )  Disrupted  layers in bovine  aorta  are  observed  underneath  the  surface  just  after  explosive 
vaporisation  occurred. ( h )  The  surface  sometimes  cracked  at  the  moment  of  ‘popcorn’. (c) The first signs 
of  carbon  formation  at  the surfxe  are  present,  while  disrupted  layers  and  vacuoles  are  present  underneath. 
The  ablation  craters  show  extended  thermal  damage  along  the wall by the  presence  of  a  layer  of  carbon 
and  vacuoles  up to 200 pm  thick in ( d ) .  (j) aorta  and ( e )  myocardium. In contrast,  on  the  bottom of the 
crater,  this  layer is only up to 20 pm thick.  Except  for ( , f )  all  samples  shown were irradiated with Nd-YAG. 
The  bars  represent 100 pm. 

increased (figures 2 ( a ) ,  ( h )  and ( e ) ) .  On  t5e  bottom of the crater  concentric rings of 
carbonisation  and  vaporisation followed  each other in rapid  succession. As tissue 
ablation  proceeded,  transmission of laser light increased  beyond the  saturation level 
of the  photodiode.  The  expanding rings of carbonised tissue ended  at  the  crater wall 
while the  laser beam  produced  a  hole in the tissue  (figures 3 ( d ) - ( i ) ) .  Along the  crater 
edge  a 20 pm layer of carbonisation  and  a 200 pm  zone of vacuoles were found  (figures 
4 ( d ) - ( f ) ) .  On  the  bottom of the crater, however, these layers were only 10 and 20 pm 
thick respectively (figures 4 ( d ) - ( f ) ) .  
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Figure 4. Icontinuc.dl 

2.4. Duratiott (!/‘pre-ablatiott  phases 

The  duration of  the  pre-ablation  phases, A and R,  was  determined  either  from  the 
transmission  signal  or  from  the  video  recordings  when  transmission  was  too low ( a s  
in argon  irradiation o f  the  myocardium).  For  most  laser/tissue  combinations  the 
pre-ablation  phases  lasted  a  few  seconds,  whereas  the  pre-ablation  phases i n  the  case 
of  argon/myocardium  lasted less than 0.5 S (table 1 ). 

-3.5. Incidence of the ’pop‘ solrnd 

The  incidence of  the  ‘popcorn‘  phenomenon  (start of phase R )  is listed in table 1. Its 
occurrence  depended on the  tissue,  the  laser  type  and  the  environment.  Only in the 
case of the  aorta  irradiated  from  the  adventitial  side in air  was  the ‘pop’ sound  less 
frequent. 

2.6. Transmissiott 

There  was  a 30% decrease in the  Nd-sAc;  transmission  signal  through  the  myocardium 
during  phase A (figures 2 ( e )  and ( , / ‘ ) l  which  was  associated with tissue  discolouring. 
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Argon  light  transmission  through  the  myocardium  could  not  be  measured  due to  the 
high  absorption of blue-green  light  in  red-coloured  tissue. 

3.7. Water environment 

The  onset of ablation  in  water  required 2-4 times  higher  power  densities  (table 1). In 
water  the  'pop'  sound  never  failed  to  occur,  but  carbonisation  and  tissue  vaporisation 
were  only  observed  at the highest  power  setting (50-70 W, table 1). 

3.8. Ablation  velocity 

The  ablation velocity  was determined  from  the  crater  depth  measured  from histology 
(figure 5, table 1) using  a  least-squares  linear  regression  analysis,  during  the  period 
when  vaporisation of the  tissue was  visible (start of phase C until  the  laser was  switched 
off). The  reported  dimensions were not  corrected  for  the  unknown  degree of  shrinkage 
during  tissue fixation.  Although  the  results  show  quite some  scatter (figure 5), the 
correlation coefficient for  linear  dependence of  crater  depth with  time is acceptable 
( r  > 0.92, p < 0.001, except  for  argon/myocardium, p < 0.01) and  the  steady-state  abla- 
tion velocity will be  considered  as being constant. 
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Figure 5. The  ablation  velocity  was  determined  from  the  data  in  the  graphs  showing  the  depth of the  ablation 
crater  versus  the  time  the  tissue is vaporised  in  air  using  a  least-squares  linear  regression  analysis.  In  the 
case  of  the  aorta,  the  data  points  are  shown for ablation  from  the  intimal  side  (int, +) or  from  the  adventitial 
side  (adv, A )  of the  tissue.  The  calculated  relationships  between  crater  depth, y, and  ablation  time, x, for 
the  different  laser/tissue  combinations  are  as  follows,  and r is the  correlation  coefficient: ( a )  Nd-YaG/aorta, 
y = OSlx, r = 0.94 (intimal)  and y = 0.63x, r = 0.97 (adventitial); ( b )  argon/aorta, y = 0.21x, r = 0.95 (intimal) 
and y = 0.17x, r = 0.92 (adventitial); ( c )  Nd-YAG/myocardium, y = 0.16x, r = 0.97; ( d )  argon/myocardium, 
y = 0.18x, r = 0.92. 
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4. Discussion 

4. l .  Explosive vaporisation (‘popcorn ’) 

In biological  tissue, the  phenomenon of laser-induced  decrepitation  or  ‘popcorn’ was 
first described by Langerholc  (Langerholc 1979, Halldorsson et a1 1981) and  later 
discussed by others  (Jacques  and  Prahl 1987, LeCarpentier et a1 1989). 

4.1.1. The  ‘pop’  sound. The ‘pop’ sound may be  attributed  to  the  sudden  formation 
of vapour below the tissue  surface.  When  the  temperature of tissue  water rises to 
above  boiling  temperature,  the  structure of the tissue  can  prevent  the  formation of 
vapour  bubbles until the  vapour  pressure  associated with the  temperature of the 
overheated  water  exceeds  the  internal  pressure  accommodated by the tissue  structure. 
At that  moment  superheated  vapour  bubbles  are  generated  abruptly.  The  vapour 
pressure  increases  exponentially with temperature  and is already  near 5 X lo5 Pa at 
150 “C  (Weast 1984 p  D-193).  The  surface rise (figure 3 ( b ) )  or crack  formation  (figure 
4(b)) observed  simultaneously with the  ‘pop’  sound confirmed the  abrupt  vapour 
formation. 

4.1.2. Light transmission decrease. When the  transmitted light dropped  abruptly  to 
about 50% of its prior  intensity,  the video  recordings  showed an  increased brightness 
of the  spot of the  laser  beam on the  tissue  surface.  Simultaneously  multiple  bubbles 
and layers  were  formed  abruptly  beneath the  surface (figures 4(a)  and ( b ) ) .  From 
these  observations we postulate  that  enhanced  scattering in the tissue and Fresnel 
reflection  at  these  multiple  tissue-vapour junctions  contribute  to  the  drop in light 
transmission. 

4.1.3. Surface temperatures. LeCarpentier et a1 (1989)  recently  reported  temperature 
measurements  during  argon  laser  ablation of tissue in air  under similar  conditions  as 
described in this paper. Figure 6 is reproduced  from  their  paper  and  shows  a  tem- 
perature curve  during  irradiation of aorta in air.  The  moment of the  explosive  vaporisa- 
tion  (‘pop’)  and  start of carbonisation  (‘carb’), as interpreted  from  their  legend,  are 
indicated.  The  temperature of the  surface  increased  to  about 150 “C  just  before  the 
‘pop’  occurred. At the  moment of the  ‘pop’  the  temperature  dropped  to 100 “C. The 
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Figure 6. Tissue  surface  temperature  measured by LeCarpentier et a /  (1989)  with  a  thermocamera  during 
ablation of porcine  aorta  in  air  with  a Nd-YAG laser  beam 1.7 mm diameter, 11 W mm-2. The  moments of 
explosive  vaporisation  (‘pop’)  and  tissue  burning  (‘carb’)  are  indicated.  The  curve  was  reproduced  from 
LeCarpentier et a /  (1989)  with  permission. 
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surface  temperature  remained  at  this level for  some time  while the  vaporisation of 
tissue  water was observed,  ensued by a  temperature rise to 200-225 “C,  when  the  tissue 
started  to  burn.  The  present  transmission  measurements strikingly  complement the 
temperature curves  reported by LeCarpentier et a1 (1989). 

4.2. The ‘popcorn’ phenomenon 

The  explanation  for  ‘popcorn’ in  a  homogeneous  tissue  structure  must  be  that  the 
temperature of the tissue  below the  surface  becomes higher than  at  the  surface.  This 
condition  can exist when  either  the light fluence is highest  below the  surface  and/or 
when  there is a flow  of heat  from within the tissue  towards  the  tissue-air/tissue-water 
junction.  A  second  cause  for  ‘popcorn’  can  be  a multilayered  structure of the  tissue 
with different  mechanical and thermal  properties of the  individual layers. 

4.2.1.  Highest  lightjuence  subsurface. The highest  light fluence is predicted  to  be  just 
beneath  the  surface in the diffusion approximation of light  propagation  in  tissue 
irradiated  with  an  infinite  beam  when  scattering,  which is assumed  to  be  isotropic, 
dominates  absorption  (Jacques  and  Prahl 1987, Langerholc  1979).  However, it is 
unlikely that  the  1 mm diameter  argon  and Nd-YAG beams  used  during  this  experiment 
permit  such  an  approximation  that  assumes  an infinite  beam.  This is confirmed by 
Monte  Carlo  computations by Keijzer et a1 (1989a)  at 476 nm  (close  to  the  argon  laser 
wavelength)  for  human  cadaver vascular  tissue at room temperature.  Furthermore, 
the  assumption of isotropic  scattering is not  valid for vascular  tissues  because  they 
have  the  tendency  to  scatter light mostly forward  (Keijzer et al 1989b).  Although the 
scattering  ability of the  heated tissue  could  increase  during  several  seconds of laser 
irradiation  prior  to  the  ‘popcorn’  phenomenon, we consider it unlikely  that  a  subsurface 
maximum of fluence  occurred  during  our  experiments. 

4.2.2. Surface  cooling. Vaporisation of tissue  substances  like  water  at  the  surface of 
an air-tissue  geometry  requires  a flow  of heat  from  within  the tissue  to  the  surface. 
Such  a  condition  implies  a higher  temperature  inside  the  tissue  than  at  the  surface 
(Dabby  and Paek 1972, Gagliano  and Paek  1974). Our  experiments in a  water-tissue 
geometry  ensured  a  substantial  surface  cooling  and  hence  most likely resulted  in  a 
subsurface  temperature  maximum.  The 100% incidence of the  ‘popcorn’  phenomenon 
in  water is considered  to  be  a confirmation of this  hypothesis. 

4.2.3.  Layered structure. A  third  contribution  to  ‘popcorn’  may  be  the  multilayer 
structure of the tissue. The  ‘popcorn’ effect was most pronounced  and  had  the highest 
incidence  in  aortic  tissue with Nd-YAG irradiation  (table  1).  The  internal elastic  lamina 
is  relatively  heat  resistant (Abela et a1 1985).  When  the  tissue  water  in the media  starts 
boiling  the  internal elastic  lamina may still be  intact  and it may only  ‘pop’ or  crack 
when  a sufficiently high  pressure  has  been  built  up.  This  hypothesis is supported by 
the lower  incidence of ‘popcorn’  when  irradiating  aorta  from  the  adventitial  side  where 
a  thick  layer of collagen is present. It is contradicted,  however, by the  observation of 
‘popcorn’  in  non-layered  homogeneous  myocardial  tissue,  although its incidence was 
not  as  high and  the  sound  not  as  loud  as in the  aorta  (table  1). 

4.2.4.  Pseudo-layered  structure. The  discolouring  and  shrinkage of tissue  at  the  surface 
during  phase  A is probably  due  to  denaturation of tissue.  This  change  could  have 
strengthened  the  surface  layer,  making  the  multilayer  explanation  for  the  occurrence 
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of  ‘popcorn’  more  plausible.  A  lower  water  content  at  the  surface  would  increase  the 
boiling  temperature  at  the  surface. This is supported by temperature  measurements 
of LeCarpentier er a1 (1989)  showing  that the  surface  temperature  reached 150 “C  and 
dropped  abruptly  to 100 “C  at  the  ‘pop’  sound. These  measurements  also  demonstrate 
that  the  surface  temperature is not  limited  to  the  boiling  temperature of water and  that 
super-heated water  can exist below  the  surface  until  the  tissue gives way to  the 
subsurface  increased  pressure,  and  tissue  water  can  boil  freely  at  ambient  pressure  (at 
100 “C). 

4.2.5.  Summary. In summary,  the present  observations  suggest  that  ‘popcorn’ is either 
associated  with  a  subsurface  temperature  maximum,  or with both  a pre-existing  layer 
geometry  and  irradiation-induced  pseudo-layer  geometry of which the superficial  layer 
is mechanically  stronger  than  the next  layer. 

4.3.  Carbonisation  and  crater  formation 

4.3.1.  Absence of decreased  transmission. At the  onset of carbonisation  the  tissue  colour 
turned  black.  Carbonisation is expected  to  increase  the  absorption  dramatically, 
resulting in  a  decrease  in  light  transmission.  Correlation  between  the  onset of carbonisa- 
tion  as  observed on  the  video  frames (figure 3 )  with the  transmission  signal,  identified 
this  moment  to  occur  just  before  the  rapid rise in transmission,  marked ‘carb’ in figure 
2 .  In most  cases the  formation of carbonised  tissue  did  not  decrease  the  transmission 
in the  forward  direction.  Close-up video  frames  showed  that  at first only  a  small 
central  spot of carbonised  tissue was formed,  changing  into  an  expanding ring leaving 
a  clear  centre  (figures 3 ( c ) - ( f ) ) .  These  observations suggest that  the  surface  area of 
the initial spot,  and  later  on  the ring, are  small in relation  to  the  total  area  that is 
irradiated by the  beam.  This  might  explain why no  decrease  in  light  transmission was 
observed.  Confirmation of this  hypothesis was presented by the few cases  when  a 
small dip in the  transmission  signal was observed  (figure 2(c)). The video  recordings 
showed  either  the  presence of a  dark  plume  or  a large  piece of carbonised  tissue in 
the  centre of the  beam. 

Since the intensity did  not  increase  during  the  pre-ablation  phases,  no  other 
mechanism  can  be  envisioned  that  would  explain  an  intensity  increase  during  tissue 
vaporisation  but  a  decrease  in  thickness of the tissue  layer. 

4.3.2.  Cyclic  carbonisation. During  crater  formation,  the  bottom of the  crater  appeared 
clear  except  for  a  carbonised  layer,  usually  ring-shaped,  that  started  repetitively in the 
centre  and  expanded  to  the edges.  From  these  observations, we speculate  that  upon 
carbonisation,  the  tissue  instantly  vaporises  due  to  a  substantially  enhanced  absorption 
and,  consequently, fast temperature  increase  (McKenzie 1986, Welch et a1 1985). While 
the high  local temperature  carbonises  adjacent tissue, the  vaporisation of the  carbonised 
tissue will cool  the  surface  beneath, below the  carbonisation  temperature  (Gagliano 
and Paek 1974, McKenzie  1986). In this way a  steep  temperature  gradient  travels  over 
the  crater  bottom  carbonising  and vaporising  tissue in a  repetitive  sequence.  Histology 
disclosed  that  the  acute visible thermal  damage was most pronounced  near  the wall, 
whereas  it was almost  absent  at the  bottom. At the wall, the layer of carbonisation 
was about 20 pm  and  the layer of vacuoles was about 200 pm thick. At the  bottom 
these  layers were 10 and 20 pm thick  respectively.  From  these  histological  findings 
we infer that  a  steep  temperature  gradient existed  from  the  crater  bottom  downwards. 
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Assuming  a Gaussian  intensity profile of the  beam,  the  power  density of the  lateral 
part of the  laser  beam  which  irradiates  the  edge of the  crater  became  too low to  vaporise 
the  carbonised tissue,  leaving  a  distinct  layer.  From the black  crater wall heat  would 
be  conducted  radially  into  the tissue. 

The  maximum  temperature reached during tissue  ablation is currently  not well 
known. Welch et a1 (1985)  measured 310 "C with a  thermocamera  during  the  ablation 
of plaque  but  temperatures of up  to 1000 "C have  been  suggested  (Laufer 1983, Furzikov 
1987).  Bright  light flashes observed during  tissue  ablation with optical  probes  such  as 
ball-shaped fibres (Verdaasdonk et a1 1989) also  indicate  a  temperature  up  to 1000 "C. 
It is uncertain  whether  the  carbon  formed by decomposition of tissue is vaporised 
because  that requires  a temperature of 3550 "C (Weast 1984 p B-9). The  carbon will 
be ejected  in very small  parts (plume) by combustion  or  burn  forming  short  chain 
hydrocarbon gases (Sartori et a1 1987). 

4.3.3. Ablation  velocity. In ablation  models an energy  equilibrium is assumed  at  the 
ablation  front which  results in  a  constant  steady-state  ablation velocity (McKenzie 
1986, Partovi et a1 1987, Rastagar et a1 1988a, b).  The  ablation velocity was determined 
from  the  moment of tissue  carbonisation.  This is in  accordance with our definition of 
ablation, i.e. the  vaporisation of the  non-water  tissue  elements.  The  data  presented in 
figure 5  show  quite  some  scatter  but  the  correlation coefficients for  a  linear  relation 
between  penetration  depth  and  irradiation  time were always  equal or larger than 0.92 
with p < 0.001 (except  for  argon/myocardium  due  to  the  small  number of data  points, 
table  1). 

The  ablation velocities  determined  in  these  experiments are  an  order of magnitude 
less than  those  predicted using  simple  energy  balance  models. In a  steady-state  situation 
the  estimated  minimum energy  necessary to  ablate tissue is about  2 J mm-3  (Sartori et 
a1 1988). In  our  experiments  the energy to  ablate  1 mm3  tissue  proved  to  be  between 
20 and  80 J. This  discrepancy may be attributed  to loss of effective power by direct 
and diffuse reflection at  the tissue  surface, by light scattered  deep  into  the tissue and 
by radial  heat  diffusion  into  the  tissue. 

4.3.4. Thermal tissue damage. The  true  extent of the  thermal  damage  zone  cannot  be 
inferred by light  microscopy of tissue  irradiated in vitro or if the  animal was killed 
immediately  after  the  laser  experiment.  Acute  histology  only  reveals  the  typical  vapour 
vacuoles  produced when  tissue  has  been  exposed  to  temperatures  above 100 "C. Protein 
denaturation  at  temperatures below 100 "C could  not  be  identified in the  present  study 
in  which standard histological  staining and light  microscopy were used.  The  true  extent 
of thermal  damage is to  be observed  best by light  microscopy if the  animal has  survived 
for 24 h or more,  because  the  loss of nuclear  staining in H & E sections  clearly  delineates 
necrotic  and surviving  tissue. 

4.3.5. Theoretical models. The  observations  in  the  present  study  and  in  the  study of 
LeCarpentier et a1 (1989)  correspond  best  with  McKenzie's  model  description of 
ablation, even though  this  model was developed  for  the  COz laser  wavelength (McKen- 
zie  1986) in  a  one-dimensional  geometry.  The  model  describes  a  three-zone  layer: (i)  
a  zone of coagulated  tissue, (ii) a  zone  with  vacuoles  and  (iii)  a  zone of carbonised 
material.  The  model  calculates  the energy  balances  for  the  different  layers  and  changes 
in  optical and thermal  properties  are  taken  into  account.  The  energy  released  in  the 
exothermic  chemical  combustion  reaction of tissue  (the  breaking  of  the  molecular 
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bonds  during tissue  pyrolysis and  carbonisation)  as  calculated in McKenzie’s model 
may contribute  substantially  to  the final evaporation  which is an energy  consuming 
process. 

The  explosive  evaporation and  the cyclic formation of expanding,  ring-shaped, 
carbonised  tissue  layers  have  not yet been  incorporated in  existing  ablation  models. 
The  ‘popcorn’  phenomenon  needs  further  study  to  understand  the  complex  and 
dynamic events  in  laser-tissue  interaction  at  the  onset of ablation. 

5. Conclusions 

Continuous wave laser ablation of tissue by Nd-YAG or  argon  laser  irradiation  demon- 
strated  three  stages:,A,  tissue  discolouring  and  shrinkage  due  to  denaturation of proteins 
and  dehydration  during  a  surface  temperature  increase  to  about 150 “C; B, explosive 
subsurface  vapour  formation  (‘popcorn’) resulting  in enhanced  scattering  and reflection 
at  multiple  tissue-vapour  transitions  followed by tissue  water  boiling; and  C,  tissue 
carbonisation  and  vaporisation. 

The  ‘popcorn’  phenomenon is possibly  related  to  the  layered  structure of the  tissue 
and  to  tissue  structure  changes  at  the  surface  during  irradiation.  During tissue  vaporisa- 
tion,  the  ablation velocity was constant  and  depended  on  power density and tissue 
type.  The existence of a  large  temperature  gradient  along  the  tissue  ablation  front was 
inferred  from  a 30 pm  thermal  damage  zone  at  the  bottom of the  ablation  crater, in 
contrast  to  a 220 km zone  along  the  crater  wall. To describe  appropriately  the  onset 
phenomena of tissue ablation,  reported models on  continuous wave laser  tissue  ablation 
need  to  be  extended  to  include  explosive  vaporisation  at  the  onset  and cyclic carbonisa- 
tion  during  steady-state  crater  formation. 
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RCsumC 

Caractere  explosif  du  dtclenchement  de  l’ablation  des  tissus i I’aide du  laser B tmission  continue. 

Les auteurs  ont  itudie les phtnomknes  lits  au  dtclenchement et B la rtalisation  de  I’ablation  des  tissus a 
I’aide de  lasers B emission  continue. 11s ont  expost  dans l’air et dans l’eau des  tissus  aortiques  et  myocardiques 
de  bovins B la lumiere  laser  de  gtntrateurs Nd-YAG (10 B 60 W) et argon (3,5 W). 11s ont  mesure la lurniere 
transmise, film6 la surface  du  tissu  et ils ont  effectut  des  prtparations  histologiques  de ce tissu. 11s ont 
observe  trois  phases  distinctes. La phase A reprtsente  une  dtnaturation  du  tissu. La phase B a  commence 
par  une  vaporisation  explosive  (‘pop  corn’)  associte a une  chute  d’environ 50% de la lumiere  transmise, 
due B un  accroissement  de la reflexion  et de la diffusion.  Ce  caractere  explosif est peut-8tre  associt B une 
structure  en  couche  de  tissu. La phase  C  a  commenct  par la carbonisation du tissu a partir  du  centre, 
s’ttendant  d’une manilrre cyclique  tandis  que le tissu se vaporisait  en  crtant  un  cratbre.  Dans  ce  cas la 
transmission de la lumikre  n’a  pas dtcru. De fines couches  de  carbone (20 p m )  et des  vacuoles (30 pm) 
ont  suggtrt I’existence  d’un  important  gradient  de  temptrature le long  de la ligne de  coupe  du  tissu. La 
vitesse  d’ablation est restte  constante ( r  > 0,921, dependant  du  tissu. Les modeles  presentts  pour  I’ablation 
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des  tissus  au  laser  ont  besoin  d’itre  amtlioris  pour  I’inclusion  de  I’ivaporation  explosive  (‘pop  corn’)  au 
moment  du  declenchement  et  de la carbonisation  cyclique  pendant  la  phase  d’equilibre  de la formation  des 
cratires. 

Zusammenfassung 

Explosionsartiges  Einsetzen  der  Ablation bei Einsatz  eines  Lasers mit kontinuierlicher  Welle. 

Die  Phanomene  beim  Einsetzen  der  und  wahrend  der  Gewebeablation  bei  Verwendung  eines  Lasers mit 
kontinuierlicher Welle wurden  untersucht.  Aorta-  und  Myokard-Rindergewebe  wurden  in Luff und  in 
Wasser mit Nd-YAG  (10-60  W)  und  Argon  (3.5 W) Laserlicht  bestrahlt.  Das  transmittierte  Licht  wurde 
gemessen,  die  Oberflache  des  Gewebes  wurde gefilmt und  das  Gewebe  wurde  fur  die  histologische  Unter- 
suchung  vorbereitet.  Dabei  wurden  drei  unterschiedliche  Phasen  beobachtet.  Phase  A  war  die 
Gewebedenaturierung.  Phase  B  begann mit explosionsartiger  Verdampfung  (‘Popcorn’) in Verbindung mit 
einem  Abfall  von  etwa 50% der  Lichttransmission  aufgrund  erhohter  Reflexion  und  Streuung.  Der  Popcorn- 
effekt ist  moglicherweise  verbunden mit der  Schichtenstruktur  des  Gewebes.  Phase  C  gegann mit der 
Karbonisation  des  Gewebes,  die in der Mitte  begann  und  sich  dann  zyklisch  ausdehnte,  wahrend  das  Gewebe 
unter  Zurucklassung  eines  Kraters  verdampfte.  Die  Vorwartstransmission  des  Lichtes  verringerte  sich  dabei 
nicht.  Eine  dunne  Schicht  Kohlenstoff  (20  pm)  und  Vakuolen  (30 pm) sprechen  fur  einen groBen Tem- 
peraturgradienten  entlang  der  Gewebeablation.  Die Ablationsgeschwindigkeit war  konstant ( r  > 0.92)  und 
gewebeabhangig.  Veroffentlichte  Modelle  uber  Laser-Gewebeablation rniissen erweitert  werden,  um  die 
explosionsartige  Verdampfung  (‘Popcorn’)  beim  Einsetzen  der  Ablation  und  bei  der  zyklischen  Karbonisation 
wahrend  der  Kraterbildung  miteinzubeziehen. 
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